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Posted in INFORMATION RAJASTHAN STATE MAP Disclaimer: All efforts have been made to make this map image accurate. However GISMAP IN and its owners do not own any responsibility for the accuracy or authenticity of the same. Base-level GIS map data is available to all RAJASTHAN
counties. Our facilities include administrative boundaries such as state boundaries, District boundaries, Tehsil/Taluka/boundary blocking, road networks, large land markings, locations of major cities and towns, locations of large villages, locations of district hq, locations of seaports, railways, water lines,
etc. and GIS grades etc. This is high quality GIS data map comapre to availabe map data sets in the GIS market for RAJASTHAN Map data can be provided in different GIS formats such as shapefile or Tab etc MAP DATA LAYERS DOWNLOAD You can download map data available for free to the state
of Maharashtra in different layers and GIS formats. DOWNLOAD THE RAJASTHAN BROSWE STATE MAP FOR RAJASTHAN STATE DISTRICTS BROWSE RAJASTHAN AJMER BUNDI JAIPUR NAGAUR ALWAR CHITTORGARH JAISALMER PALI BANSWARA CHURU JALOR RAJSAMAND
BARAN DAUSA JHALAWAR SAWAI MADHOPUR BARMER DHOLPUR JHUJHUNU SIKAR BHARATPUR DUNGARPUR JODHPUR SIROHI BHILWARA GANGANAGAR KARAULI TONK BIKANER HANUMANGARH KOTA UDAIPUR BROSWE FOR OTHER INDIAN STATE RAJASTHAN, located in
the northwest of India is famous as the Land of the Prince. The state, along with the capital Jaipur, leads other Indian states in heritage. As one of the origins of the Indian royal family, this place is home to many Rajput Maharajas. Along with a lot of tourist attractions, the sun kisses the great Indian desert
or Thar Dessert and the Aravallis Mountains attracts tourists from all over the world. Spread over an area of 3,42,239 sq.km, Rajasthan is the largest state in the country, in terms of area. The neighboring states of Rajasthan are Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Punjab Rajasthan,
which is the state of harsh Thar desserts, experiencing the tropical climate of typical deserts. People mainly have to experience hot climates without sufficient precipitation. The temperature variations are very different, though. India National State Rajasthan Capital Jaipur Area 342,269 km2 District
Number 33 Population 68,621,012 (According to the 2011 Population Survey) Coordinates 26 ° 34'22 N 73 ° 50'20 E Time Zone GMT + 5:30 Prime Language Time Rajasthani, Hindi and Marwari List of Counties in Rajasthan S No.DistrictHeadquartersPopulation (2011 Population Survey)Sex ratio (per
1000)Average literacy rate 1AjmerAjmerAjmer2,583,05295169.33% 2AlwarAlwar3,674,17989 570.72% 3BanswaraBanswara1,797,48598056.33% 4BaranBaran1,222,7559299966.66% 5BarmerBarmer2,603,75190256.53% 6BharatpurBharatpur2.5 48.46288070.11%
7BhilwaraBhilwara2,408.52397361.37% 8BikanerBikaner2,363,93790565.13% 9BundiBundi1,110,90692561.52% 10ChittorgarhChittorgarh1,544,33897261.71% 11ChuruChuru2,039,54794066.75% 12DausaDausa1,634,4090568.16% 14DungarpurDungarpur1,388,55299459.46%
15GanganagarGanganagar1,969,16888769.64% 16HanumangarhHanumangarh1,774,69290667.13% 17JaipurJaipur6,626,17891075.51% 18JaisalmerJaisalmer669,91985257.22% 19JaloreJalore1,828,73095254.86% 20JhalawarJhalawar1,411,12994661.5%
21JhunjhunuJhunjhunu2,137,04595074.13% 22JodhpurJodhpur3,687,16591665.94% 23KarauliKarauli1,458,24886166.22% 24KotaKota1,951,01491176.56% 25NagaurNagaur3,307,74395062.8% 26PaliPali2,037,57398762.39% 27PratapgarhPratapgarh867,84898355.97%
28RajsamandRajsamand1,156,59799063.14% 29Sawai MadhopurSawai Madhopur1,335,55189765.39% 30SikarSikar2,677,33394771.91% 31SirohiSirohi1,036,34694055.25% 32TonkTonk1,421,32695261.58% 33UdaipurUdaipur3,068,42095861.82% Summer: Summer generally sets in around March.
Temperatures start to rise from April and continue until June. In places near the eastern Aravalli range, the average summer temperature varies from 40°C to 45°C, although the highest can be 49°C. Compared to the temperature in Bikaner, Jaisalmer, Phalodi and Barmer, areas of Mount Abu and
Udaipur, have lower temperatures from 31.5 ° C to 38 ° C. Summer nights in Rajasthan are quite pleasant, when the temperature drops to 20 ° C to 29 ° C. Monsoon: Changing from arid to humid climate, Rajasthan receives a very little precipitation. The monsoon begins in late June and lasts until midSeptember. The average annual precipitation varies from one area to another. Mount Abu, which receives the highest annual rainfall receiving about 163.8 cm of precipitation, meanwhile, is the lowest ranging from 10 cm northwest of Jaisalmer to 30 cm in Bikaner. Winter: In contrast to hot summer
weather, winter temperatures drop to as low as 10 °C. January, is the coldest month of the year even -2°C at night. The best time to experience Rajasthan's live life is between October and March. The state of Rajasthan is well connected to all major Indian cities by rail, road and air. By road: Close to
some highways, especially National Highway 8 (NH 8), India's first 4-8-lane highway helps Rajasthan connect with all major parts of the country. Besides, the state is even privileged with some state highways. The Rajasthan State Transport Corporation, along with a number of private operators, serves
the site. By rail: Owns many Indian stations connecting the state with major cities in India. Several main stations are located in Ajmer, Bikaner, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Kota and Udaipur. Although Jaipur railway station is Rajasthan's main railway station, Kota railway station is the only part of electricity, through
which three Rajdhani Expresses run. 'Palace on Wheels' is a world-famous train that runs through Rajasthan. Besides, other trains connecting Rajasthan with other Indian states are Marudhar Express, Gujarat Mail, Mandore Express, Shatabdi Express, Intercity Express and more. Air: Rajasthan is well
connected to all major Indian cities as well as abroad through its six airports. Sanganer Airport in Jaipur is the state's only international airport. Other airports such as Maharana Pratap Airport in Udaipur, Jaisalmer Airport, Jodhpur Airport, Nal Airport (Bikaner) and Kota Airport are domestic airports where
airlines such as Air India, Jet Airways... Active. Thar Desert: The Thar Desert or the Great Indian Desert, along Pakistan's border in northwest India, are the country's largest deserts. Spread over an area of 200,000 km2, this barren desert attracts people around the globe. Besides its immenseness, the
desert is even famous annual festivals held there. The main attraction of this fair is the best dressed camel contest. Besides wearing traditionally brightly colored clothes, locals even wear their camel clothes to participate in the competition. The fair even includes competitions on the best towels,
mustaches, etc. and shows performed by puppeteers, snake charmers, folk dancers, etc. Mount Abu: Mount Abu is said to be the mythical beauty of Rajasthan. Located in the middle of the flourishing green forest at an altitude of 1,219 m is Rajasthan's only hill station. The highest peak of the Aravali
Mountains along with waterfalls flowing through lush green forests and lake formation makes it one of the most popular honeymoon destinations in India. The Delwara Jain temples built in the middle of diverse plants and animals are a must-visit. Royal Rajasthan on Wheels: Royal Rajasthan on Wheels, a
train launched by the Rajasthan Tourism Development Group, will make you experience the royal history of Rajasthan. The memorable journey through the main attractions of Jaipur, Jaisalmer, Bikaner, Jodhpur, Chittorgarh, Udaipur, Bharatpur etc. is a lifelong experience. On that path despite the
different places, it gradually reflects the rich royal tradition and culture of the state. Services and luxury are offered while on board no less than a 5-star hotel. City Palace: The giant city palace in rajasthan is a combination of Mughal architecture and Rajasthan tradition. The palace consists of two
magnificent buildings such as Mubarak Mahal and Chandra Mahal. Chandra Mahal, next door to housing a museum, remains home to the royal family of Maharaja of Jaipur. Chittorgarh Fortress: Chittorgarh Fortress is located at an altitude of 180 m on an area of 280 hectares reflecting the essence of
reverence for the bravery, sacrifice, nationalism and knights of the Middle Ages. This is on the booth that has witnessed three bloody sieges. ABMOD Last updated on: March 4, 2020 You can view and download Rajasthan Maps for free. It can use educational and non-commercial purposes. These maps
are not to scale. Rajasthan Map-Districts View/Download Map north of India. Rajasthan is the largest state in India, covered by 11% of the land Subconconding India. The state of Rajasthan took its current form on 1 November 1956. It shares borders with Pakistan to the west and northwest. It borders
Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh to the southwest bordering Gujarat, and to the southeast by Madhya Pradesh. The international border with Pakistan is about 1070 km long. Rajasthan has an area of 3,42,239 km². The northern Indian state is divided into 33 counties. The capital Jaipur is the most

popular district in Rajasthan. Other districts are Ajmer, Alwar, Banswara, Baran, Barmer, Bharatpur, Bhilwara, Bikaner, Bundi, Chittorgarh, Churu, Dausa, Dholpur, Dungarpur, Hanumangarh, Jaisalmer, Jalore, Jhalawar, Jhunjhunu, Jodhpur, Karauli.Kotta, Nagaur, Pali, Pradhapgarh, Rajsamand, Sawai
Madhopur, Sikar, Sirohi, Sri Gangapur Ganganagar, Tonk, Udaipur
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